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ORDER ONLINE TILMOR.COM

THE TILMOR STORY
While the Tilmor brand name is new to the marketplace, the story behind
Tilmor has deep roots in American agriculture. Over four generations of the
Marvin and Mary Steiner family have farmed in the rolling hills of Northeast
Ohio. A strong mechanical aptitude helped them to solve problems on the
farm and led to the eventual creation of a modern manufacturing company
called Venture Products Inc.
The general trend in the U.S. agricultural economy over the last century was
to favor growth. This led to larger farms, larger equipment, and significantly
larger debt. Smaller-scale farmers were marginalized and left with aging
equipment and inefficient technology. As the Steiner family experienced
similar challenges on their farm, they began to imagine a new product line
to support farmers. Tilmor was born from that need and is now building
tools and equipment that are designed and manufactured for the farmers who
are supplying our communities with the fresh, locally grown goodness we all
know and love.

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08 at checkout until 12/31/19 (excludes power units and non-Tilmor products)
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NEW

POWER OX
THE TWO-WHEEL TRACTOR
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CALL TO ORDER 1-844-255-5864

Join our FARMER'S COMMUNITY to receive future catalogs and updates, call or subscribe online
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POWER OX
STARTING AT $2,000
Conquer weeds and increase production with the all new
Power Ox. Designed for planting, cultivation, and light
hilling, the Power Ox is a great compliment for growers
that already have primary tillage machines. One person
can switch between implements by removing a single
pin with no need for tools.

FRAME WIDTH
Narrow

49.0201-N

$2,000

Wide

49.0201-W

$2,175

Skinny - Knobby

49.4203

+$0

Fat - Bar/Lug

49.4204

+$100

WHEEL TYPE
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ORDER ONLINE TILMOR.COM

X

TWO-WHEEL TRACTOR

1
2

3

4
5

1

One handed operation from either side

2

Quick-Adjust handles for any operator height

3

Quick-Change of implements with no tools

4

Independent wheel rotation for easy turning

5

11.5”+ of ground clearance

* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08 at checkout until 12/31/19 (excludes power units and non-Tilmor products)
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CALL TO ORDER 1-844-255-5864

TRACTOR
THE ULTIMATE ROW CROP TRACTOR

Join our FARMER'S COMMUNITY to receive future catalogs and updates, call or subscribe online
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TRACTOR
THE ULTIMATE ROW CROP TRACTOR

Our objective is to design and produce an affordable, yet quality small agricultural
tractor that is very versatile and able to do many different tasks and operations
in farming. Our purpose is to improve agricultural productivity throughout the world
by offering simple mechanization solutions. Beneficiaries from this improved
productivity would include the following farming markets: Developing World, Organic,
Market/Truck Patch and Hobby Farming.
This mechanized product will provide a basic tractor with a multi-tool bar and
power belt drive that can utilize a variety of implements, which are either powered
or non-powered.
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ORDER ONLINE TILMOR.COM

HORSEPOWER

GROUND SPEED

23hp (B&S Gas) 23hp (Kubota Diesel)

.5 - 13 mph (.8 - 20.9 kph)

GROUND CLEARANCE (center working area)

TRACTOR WEIGHT

18 inches (45.7 cm)

2700 pounds (1225 kg)

BRAKES

DRIVE SYSTEM

Hydraulic

8-speed with reverse (Manual)
Synchronized 4-speed transmission with 2-speed
high/low. 8 forward and 2 reverse

WHEEL ADJUSTMENTS (Center-to-Center)
50 - 78 inches (127 - 198 cm)

SAFETY
• Standard Fold down Roll bar and Seat Belt
• Operator Safety Interlock System

OTHER STANDARD FEATURES
• Toolbox on front of tractor
• Hydraulic lift/operation of mid and rear implements

CONVENIENCE
• Implement depth control for accuracy and
easy depth setting
• Conveniently located 2” receiver tubes for easily
modifying and customizing your tractor
• USB port for charging your devices

PREMIUM FEATURES

• Front and Rear Wheel adjustments from 50” on
center to 78” on center in 2” increments (per side)

• Toolbox by operator platform

• Synchronized manual transmission

• Hoist/Lift for easy removal and installation
of mid mount implements

• Automotive - style disk brakes on rear wheels.
Separate brake pedals for sharp right or left turns.
• Automotive-style sealed electrical system
• 12V, 550CCA Battery

• Belt-driven PTO for powered implements
such as mowers, tillers, threshers, and more
• Cultivation Lights for optimal visibility and
control when operating in darker conditions
• Suspension Seat

AVAILABILITY: DELIVERY JAN/FEB 2020
GAS $23,500
DIESEL $26,500
* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08 at checkout until 12/31/19 (excludes power units and non-Tilmor products)
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BASKET WEEDING
BASKET WEEDER
The Tilmor Basket Weeder is typically used for inter-row weeding. The wire baskets
are spaced apart to allow for the crop row to pass between. Basket weeders may
also be used to prepare a stale seedbed by placing the baskets together and running
over the entire width of a seedbed.

STARTING AT $1,070
35-inch Frame

49.0054

60-inch Frame

49.0050

80-inch Frame

49.0052

MOUNT
Cat. 1/Tilmor (60 inch)

49.4055

Universal (60 inch)

49.4059

Cat. 1/Tilmor (80 inch)

49.4056

Universal (80 inch)

49.4060

WIRE REPLACEMENTS

BASKET ASSEMBLIES

Tilmor basket weeder wires are made of sturdy
spring steel and coated with zinc for corrosion
protection. Direct replacement for Buddingh and
Tilmor Basket Weeders.

Complete basket assemblies include:

WIRE SIZE - QTY 12

• Two end plates

49.4070

$48.98

5-inch

49.4062

$51.48

6-inch

49.4063

$53.88

7-inch

49.4064

$56.28

8-inch

49.4065

$58.68

9-inch

49.4066

$61.08

10-inch

49.4067

$63.48

12-inch

49.4073

$68.28

Wires sold separately.

BASKET SIZE

49.4061

4-inch Basket

AW-9004

$133

5-inch Basket

AW-9005

$135

6-inch Basket

AW-9006

$137

7-inch Basket

AW-9007

$139

8-inch Basket

AW-9008

$141

9-inch Basket

AW-9009

$143

10-inch Basket

AW-9010

$145

12-inch Basket

AW-9012

$150

CALL TO ORDER 1-844-255-5864

Basket Hardware kits include:
• Two end plates
• All fasteners and hardware

• All fasteners and hardware

4-inch
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• 13 wires which are made of ¼” zinc-plated spring
steel in widths of 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12 inches.

BASKET WEEDER
HARDWARE

$85

BEARING,
FLANGE 3/4” HEX
Hex Bearing for Basket Weeder

55.FB16012-H

$17.62

TINE WEEDING
EINBOCK TINE WEEDER
Set yourself up for success with the Einbock tine weeder, specifically designed to
uproot weeds in the ‘white thread’ stage. Its numerous adjustments allow for use in
many different crops both in pre emergence and post emergence stages. Adjusting
the gauge wheels and tine angle allows the steel tine to ‘dance’ through the soil and
around the crop while burying and ‘flicking’ out emerging weeds at the hair stage
across the entire working width.

WIDTH
Aerostar 150-5ft

50015

$2,925

Aerostar 200-6.5ft

50020

$3,280

Aerostar 300-10ft

50030

$3,950

Early Season Starting Point

TORSION WEEDER
The torsion weeder is perfect for uprooting weeds through
shallow cultivation in the crop row.
• Good with loose soil
• Not suitable for heavy soil that is too hard
• Optimum weed stage: Cotyledon to 2-leaf
• Optimum Crop Size: Well-rooted
crops until the crop canopies
• Suitable for most crops planted in rows with a row spacing
of 10” and up

14” WIRE
1/4” Diameter-Left

AW-3067

$24

1/4” Diameter-Right

AW-3066

$24

5/16” Diameter-Left

AW-3062

$27

5/16” Diameter-Right

AW-3063

$27

Mid or Late Season Setting

17” WIRE

TORSION WEEDER MOUNT
Mount for Left and/or Right Torsion Weeder Wires.
Allows for adjustment of the pitch and angle of
torsion wires for fine tuned weed control.

AA-9052

$42
* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Join our FARMER'S COMMUNITY to receive future catalogs and updates, call or subscribe online
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FINGER WEEDERS
FINGER WEEDER

EDGE OF PLASTIC
FINGER WEEDER

Specifically designed for in-row cultivation, the finger
weeder uproots small and just emerging weeds.
The ground engaging steel drive plate turns the flexible
polyurethane fingers at a faster speed to “flick” out
emerging weeds at the hair stage.

This finger weeder and round shank are designed
specifically for the edge of plastic mulch or in any
application where it is desirable to adjust the pitch
of the fingers relative to the ground or rotate the
head side to side.

AW-9048

FINGER DIAMETER
9-inch

AW-9040

$153

13-inch

AW-9003

$158

STARTING AT $187

FINGER OPTIONS

FINGER HARDNESS

13-inch Medium

AW-3011

13-inch Hard

AW-3012

9-inch Soft

AW-3072

9-inch Medium

AW-3057

SHANK

13-inch Medium

AW-3011

Round Shank

13-inch Hard

AW-3012

CLAMP

AA-9021

$44

SHANK TYPE

Economy

AA-9025

$24

Flat

AW-1140

$17

Quick-Set Standard

AA-9033

$65

Offset Flat

AW-1164

$20

12” Modbar

AA-1094

$23

18” Modbar

AA-1095

$27

24” Modbar

AA-1096

$32

37” Modbar

AA-1105

$50

FINGER WEEDER REPLACEMENTS
Replacement polyurethane fingers for 9” and 13” finger weeders.
9” Soft Finger
Soft Hardness - Recommended in sandy, lighter soils with delicate crops.
9” Medium Finger
Medium Hardness - Recommended in heavier, clay soils with well-rooted, hardy crops.
13” Medium Finger
Medium Hardness - Recommended in sandy, lighter soils with delicate crops.
13” Hard Finger
Hard - Recommended in heavier, clay soils with well-rooted, hardy crops.

FINGER REPLACEMENT
9-inch Soft
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AW-3072

$34

9-inch Medium

AW-3057

$34

13-inch Medium

AW-3011

$37

13-inch Hard

AW-3012

$37

SPYDERS
SPYDERS

SPYDER REPLACEMENTS

Direct replacement Spyder wheels and
assemblies for Bezzerides cultivators.

Direct replacement Spyder wheels
for Bezzerides cultivators.

• Replaces disc hillers

• Replaces disc hillers

• Mulches and aerates soil

• Mulches and aerates soil

• Leaves no “smooth shoulder” next to plants

• Leaves no “smooth shoulder” next to plants

• Conserves moisture

• Conserves moisture

• Disc made of 1/4 inch long wearing, special steel

• Made of 1/4 inch long wearing, special steel

• 1-1/4” Round shank

ORIENTATION

HUB ASSEMBLY
Single

AW-9043

$135

Right

AW-1144

$55

Left

AW-1145

$55

SPYDER WHEELS
Left Hand

AW-1145

$55

Right Hand

AW-1144

$55

COMBINE W/ CLAMPS
Economy

AA-9025

$24

Quick-Set Standard

AA-9033

$65

* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08 at checkout until 12/31/19 (excludes power units and non-Tilmor products)
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FARMER’S SPOTLIGHT

JASON WESTON
OF

JOE’S GARDENS

J

oe’s Gardens is committed to growing and providing
the healthiest selection of all-natural vegetable plants
and starts. Jason Weston owns Joe’s Gardens in
Bellingham, WA. In the northwest part of the country they
are one of the original remaining farms operating as a
mixed vegetable farm and nursery. They do a lot of plant
propagation for wholesale and retail and also grow mixed
vegetables for resale in their store.
The farm itself has been there since the late 1890’s and was
established by Joe Bertero in 1933. Jason’s father grew up
working on the farm and came to purchase it from Joe in 1983.

15

CALL TO ORDER 1-844-255-5864

Upon assuming ownership, Jason’s father Carl made
a conscious decision to free the soil of pesticides and
to grow crops pesticide free. Products at Joe’s Gardens
have been grown this way for over 25 years, and counting.
Jason loves the farm and has been working this same
ground since he was 11 years old and says he wouldn’t be
doing anything else.
Jason shares that 99% of the produce they grow on the
farm they sell directly out of their farm store. During peak
season they have 15-18 employees who mostly work inside
the store and about 3 full-time employees. They also manage

a nursery retail business which requires them to grow
about 400 different varieties of products. They also bring in
some plants from other local growers, items like geraniums,
to sell. They deliver wholesale plants to 40-50 locations
around the area.

anybody could design. He had seen a lot of other old
walk-behind tractors out there and nothing came close
to what Planet Jr. could do. But the availability of parts and
tools for his Planet Jr. were very scarce. Sometimes taking
1-2 years to find parts to build a single tool that was needed.

Like many small farms, they have faced some challenges
over the decades. One of which is keeping up with the cost
of labor while running a small vegetable farm. It was difficult
to stay small when there was very little machinery out there
to make small growers more efficient. Jason says equipment
they were using was 60-70 years old; it had been that long
since anyone had made equipment for small agriculture.

Now with Tilmor, Jason can order online and be in production
the next week. As he states, “anything you can dream of is
available now”. Jason is estimating since switching over
to mechanical cultivating, they are saving upwards to $500
a week during their peak season of the summer. And during
the spring season when time is spent more in the greenhouses,
Jason can send one person out to weed 75 rows of garlic
in 25 minutes, which is money in his pocket. When labor costs
are getting tight and more expensive, they can now stay
competitive in the market.

With little options to choose from, Jason started working
with small walk-behind tractors. He found the walk-behinds
eliminated the need to have 6-8 people weeding and cultivating
all week to keep up with production, he only needed one
laborer in the field.
When Tilmor contacted Jason to say they were building
a new walk-behind, he was very excited and skeptical at the
same time. In his opinion, Planet Jr. was the pinnacle of what

Having the ability to have this equipment, which used
to be old equipment, now becoming new and modern for
the small farm these days, is revolutionizing the industry
for so many farmers.

Join our FARMER'S COMMUNITY to receive future catalogs and updates, call or subscribe online
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S-TINES & SWEEPS
SWEEPS-VEGETABLE/BEET

SWEEPS-STANDARD

S-tine mounted Sweeps combined with our Toolbars,
ModBars, and Cross Clamps allow for cultivation in
an almost infinite amount of conditions, row spacings,
crops, and growth stages.

S-tine mounted Sweeps combined with our Toolbars,
ModBars, and Cross Clamps allow for cultivation in
an almost infinite amount of conditions, row spacings,
crops, and growth stages.

SWEEP SIZE
6” Sweep

SWEEP SIZE
AW-3100

$10

AW-3083

$2.95

8” Sweep

AW-3101

$10.25

2-3/4” Sweep

AW-3084

$2.95

10” Sweep

AW-3102

$10.50

4” High Crown

AW-3085

$3.95

12” Sweep

AW-3103

$11

4” Duck Foot

AW-3086

$3.95

14” Sweep

AW-3104

$11.50

7” Low Crown

AW-3087

$4.95

16” Sweep

AW-3105

$12.25

9” High Crown

AW-3088

$5.35

10” High Crown

AW-3089

$7.35

BOLT PACK FOR
S-TINE/SWEEPS

S-TINES
The vibrating action of S-tines create soil disturbance
that mixes the top layer well, making it a great tool for
eliminating weeds and incorporating soil amendments.
The coiled spring alleviates shock when encountering
obstacles and helps to extend the life of the toolbar
and sweeps.
*Clamps sold separately

SHANK SIZE

17

1” Reversible Point

9” Shank

AW-3076

$6.95

14-1/2” Shank

AW-3078

$11.95

18-1/2” Shank

AW-3079

$22

ORDER ONLINE TILMOR.COM

Each bolt pack contains six (6) 3/8” x 1-1/2” Elliptical
Head Bolts & Nuts. One (1) bolt/nut is required to mount
one (1) sweep to one (1) S-tine shank.

AW-3090

$4.50

SHANKS & CLAMPS
ROUND SHANK CLAMP:
ECONOMY

FLAT SHANK MOUNT
Mounting option for use with Finger Weeders, Vegetable
Knives and A-Blades. Dimensions: 13.56” x 1.19” x .375”

AW-1140

$17

OFFSET FLAT SHANK
Mounting option for use with Finger Weeders, Vegetable
Knives and A-Blades. Dimensions: 13.56” x 1.19” x .375”
with a .44” offset where the implement mounts.

AW-1164

$20

Fabricated plate with U-bolts that hold up to a
1-1/4” round shank and designed to mount on
a 2” square tool bar.

AA-9025

$24

ROUND SHANK CLAMP:
QUICK-SET STANDARD
Easy adjustment of tools and spacing for growers
needing to adapt to various crops and conditions.
Holds up to a 1-1/4” round shank and designed
to mount on a 2” square tool bar.

AA-9033

$65

ROUND SHANK 1-1/4”

FLEX TINE MOUNT

1-1/4” Round shank with included hardware for
mounting vegetable knives and Edge of Plastic Finger
Weeder. Two holes in mounting plate are made for 3/8”
carriage bolts, 1-13/16” center-to-center separation.
Shank Length: 23.44”

The Flex Tine Mount (or Flat Shank Flex Mount) mounts
to a 2” square toolbar and allows for more independent
movement of the arms and more flexibility in rocky
conditions. Finger Weeders and other knives/blades with
a rectangle shank of 3/8” x 1-3/8” profile will fit the
Flex Tine Mount.

AA-9021

$44

$49

1.5” CLAMP FOR S-TINE

FLAT SHANK CLAMP

Used to mount 9” S-tines to a 1.5” square tube.

The Flat Shank Clamp fits a flat bar (3/8” x 1-3/8” profile)
such as the Finger Weeder shank and mounts it rigidly
to the 2” square toolbar. One adjustment bolt secures
both horizontal movement of the clamp and vertical
movement of the shank. Adjustment bolt and nut are
easily replaceable when worn. Adjustment bolt pushes
against a flat plate to protect toolbar from damage.

AA-9005

AA-9049

$28

AA-9057

$6.50

2” CLAMP
Used to mount Flex tines and S-tines
to a 2” square tube.

AA-9048

$6.50

* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08 at checkout until 12/31/19 (excludes power units and non-Tilmor products)
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TOOLBARS
FARMALL TOOLBAR

CATEGORY 1 TOOLBAR

The Farmall Toolbar by Tilmor is built specifically to fit up
with an original Farmall under-mount lift system of the
style used on most Cubs, Super As and Super Cs.
If you have your own square tube, choose the DIY Mount
Kit which includes the mounting brackets minus the
2” square tubing to connect to your tractor.

The Category 1 Toolbar is designed to fit any standard,
Category 1, 3-point hitch of the type present on many
small or compact tractors. The toolbar is made of 2”
square tube, the standard size for mounting Tilmor
implements, as well as many other tools.

Wall Thickness: 3/16”

Wall Thickness:3/16”

TOOLBAR LENGTH

TOOLBAR LENGTH
64” Toolbar

49.0092

$310

76” Toolbar

49.0093

$310

64” Toolbar

49.0096

$305

76” Toolbar

49.0097

$305

MOUNT KIT ONLY
DIY Mount Kit

49.4103

$170

ALLIS-CHALMERS G TOOLBAR
The Allis-Chalmers G Toolbar includes a 2“ square tube
and two brackets built specifically to fit up with an
original Allis-Chalmers G under-mount lift system.
If you have your own square tube, choose the DIY Mount
Kit which includes the mounting brackets minus the
2” square tubing to connect to your tractor.
Wall Thickness: 3/16”

2” SQUARE TOOLBAR
Square 2” Toolbar can be used for stacking with other
toolbars or combined with DIY Toolbar Mount Kits.
Wall Thickness:3/16”

TOOLBAR LENGTH
64” Toolbar

49.4100

$140

76” Toolbar

49.4101

$140

TOOLBAR LENGTH
64” Toolbar

49.0090

$285

76” Toolbar

49.0091

$285

MOUNT KIT ONLY
DIY Mount Kit

49.4102

$145

KUBOTA L245 TOOLBAR
The Kubota Toolbar includes a 2“ square tube and two
brackets built specifically to fit up with an original
Kubota L245 under-mount lift system. If you have your
own square tube, choose the DIY Mount Kit which
includes the mounting brackets minus the 2” square
tubing to connect to your tractor.
Wall Thickness:3/16”

TOOLBAR LENGTH
64” Toolbar

49.0094

$260

76” Toolbar

49.0095

$260

MOUNT KIT ONLY
DIY Mount Kit
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AA-9040

CALL TO ORDER 1-844-255-5864

$120

MODBAR
Square tubing to be used when creating parallel
toolbars or paired with mounting options such
as trailing arms and parallelograms.
Pair Modbars with Square Tube Cross Clamps
to provide nonslip extensions for your toolbar.
Wall Thickness: 3/16”

1.5” SQUARE MODBAR
12”

AA-1094

$23

18”

AA-1095

$27

24”

AA-1096

$32

37”

AA-1105

$50

2” SQUARE MODBAR
12”

AA-1079

$23

18”

AA-1080

$27

24”

AA-1081

$32

MOUNTS
TRAILING ARM MOUNT
The Trailing Arm Mount provides a simple way to stack
tools and add flotation for cultivation implements.
Stacking tools allows for more effective weed control.
Flotation is important when cultivating multiple rows
and/or uneven ground to provide optimal ground
contact for implements such as Finger Weeders and
Vegetable Knives.
Adjust the desired amount of downward pressure by
changing the tension on the torsion springs.
Mounts to 2” Square Toolbars.

AW-9044

$140

Trailing Arm Mount in use

2” SQUARE TUBE
CROSS CLAMP

JACK STAND W/MOUNT

Use to combine two toolbar’s in parallel,
or to add tools to a trailing system.

Add a jack stand to your 2” toolbar to aid in installation,
removal, and storage of implements.

Four cross clamps required to combine
two toolbars in parallel.

AA-9029

AA-9034

$80

$31

* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Join our FARMER'S COMMUNITY to receive future catalogs and updates, call or subscribe online
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PLASTIC
MULCH REMOVAL
PLASTIC WINDER
• The ground driven reel allows for consistent tension on the plastic at any
speed. No more adjusting the ground speed to reel speed!
• The unique belt drive spins the reel backwards which helps shed the
majority of dirt and plant debris. This keeps organic matter on your farm,
not in the landfill
• Able to wrap up to 600’ of 4’ plastic
• Typical collection speeds range between 3/4 - 3 mph

48.11400

PLASTIC LIFTER
• Two 20” notched blades gently cut underneath and lift the plastic
• Includes the necessary hardware (Left and Right) to lift both sides
of the plastic at one time
• Easily attaches to a 2” toolbar via U-bolts for maximum adjustability
• It can be used on 4’ and 5’ wide plastic
• The Lifter and Winder are independent of each other and can be used
on a variety of tractors

49.0053
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$700

$2,800

HAND TOOLS &
UNDERCUTTERS
ROTOVATOR
The Pioneer Rotovator allows you to hear the birds, smell the soil and feel
the gentle pull of the tines as you till your garden or produce patch.
The crumbler wheel breaks up the soil while the rear tines cultivate.
Use inverted and the double edged blade will cut any weeds, leaving
a neatly tilled surface.

62001100

$199

UNDERCUTTER/BED LIFTERS
Ideal for loosening the soil for harvesting carrots, parsnips and other root
crops. Can also be used for lifting and loosening plastic covered beds to aid
in the removal of the mulch and drip tape.
Support leg for storage and the weight bracket accepts any weights that
are attached to a 2” square tube. Use up to 350# (Standard Undercutter)
and up to 500# (Heavy Duty) on the toolbar to help the undercutter pull
down into the soil.

CUTTING WIDTH
42”

UC-1050

$995

48”

UC-1200

$1,225

* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08 at checkout until 12/31/19 (excludes power units and non-Tilmor products)
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TWO-WHEEL
IMPLEMENTS
TINE/WIRE WEEDER
Tine weeders are a very effective blind cultivation tool
that you run directly over the crop. The 1/8” spring steel
tines work very shallow in the top layer of the soil to
disrupt white thread stage weeds before they emerge.
Can be used like flame weeding or shallow rototilling
to create a stale seedbed.
Tine sections are available in two widths, 6” and 9”.
You can stack them together to make any width from
6” to 63” in 3” increments. Plates are reversible to allow
trash flow to the left or to the right and the non-welded
design makes the tines easy to remove or replace.

SECTION WIDTH

TOOLBARS FOR
PLANET JR/POWER OX/
SIMPLICITY/WATERLOO
Standard toolbar fits both original Planet Jr B series
tractors as well as the Power Ox. Upgraded front hitch
will allow it to attach to a Simplicity or Waterloo tractor
as well. Bolt together design allows for flatter packing,
as well as two different lengths.
Toolbar is made of 5/8x1-1/4 steel.

TOOLBAR SIZE
21” Toolbar

WB-PJ535

$133

27” Toolbar

WB-PJ685

$142

WB-PJ1320

$166

6” Section

TW-152

$75

52” Toolbar

9” Section

TW-228

$88

TOOLBAR ADD-ONS
Simplicity/ Waterloo

WB-SWH

+$25

Hitch Upgrade

GAUGE WHEELS
Improve your depth control and implement tracking
with a pair of gauge wheels. Gauge wheels are
recommended for most cultivation setups.
Sold in pairs

Front Weight kit for use on the Tilmor Power Ox.

WHEEL TYPE
Adjustable
Fixed

FRONT WEIGHT KIT
- POWER OX

WB-PJAGW

$200

WB-FGW

$150

Each kit includes four lasered plates weighing 5lbs
each and a 5/8” hitch pin to secure to the power unit.
Use with heavier implements to provide counterbalance
for easier lifting of implement.

AU-9004

$75

CROSS BARS
Allows for a second row of tooling on a toolbar.
Typically attached to the trailing arms using the
standard cross clamps.

SIDE WEIGHT KIT
- POWER OX

CROSS BAR SIZE
WB-CB535

$21

27”

WB-CB685

$25

Each kit includes a weight holder that bolts on top of
the wheel fenders, four lasered plates weighing 5lbs
each and a 5/8” hitch pin to secure the weights to the
weight holder.

TRAILING ARMS

Use if you find more traction is needed when operating
heavy ground engaging attachments on heavy or
compacted soil.

Used for most cultivator setups.

One weight kit required for each wheel.

WB-TA760
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Side Weight kit for use on the Tilmor Power Ox.

21”

CALL TO ORDER 1-844-255-5864

$54

AU-9003

$98

PLANET JR FLAT
SHANK CLAMPS

1.5” SQUARE TUBE
CROSS CLAMP

Planet Junior flat shank clamps are used to connect
various components to assemble to toolbars including
gauge wheels, trailing arms, cross bars and tooling.

Use to combine two toolbar’s in parallel, or to add
tools to a trailing system.

TYPE
Standard Cross Clamp

WB-SCC

$19

Center Mount

WB-CMC

$21

Clamps hiller discs or other tools that use
a 7/8” diameter round shank standard to
1/2-5/8 x 1-1/4” toolbars.

$20

Mounts Thiessen Tillage Equipment Adjustable Gauge
Wheels to 1.5” Square Toolbars.

$28

ROUND SHANK CLAMP
FOR 7/8” SHANK
Two bolts secure both horizontal movement of
the clamp and vertical movement of the shaft.
With its unique design, this clamp can be removed
or added to a toolbar without having to remove
additional tooling on the toolbar. It can also be
positioned between two welded pieces on a toolbar.

$37

1.5” FLAT SHANK CLAMP
The Flat Shank Clamp fits a flat bar (3/8” x 1-3/8”
profile) such as the Finger Weeder shank and
mounts it rigidly to the 1.5” square toolbar.
Two bolts secure both horizontal movement of
the clamp and vertical movement of the shaft.
With its unique design, this clamp can be removed or
added to a toolbar without having to remove additional
tooling on the toolbar. It can also be positioned between
two welded pieces on a toolbar.

AA-9055

Bolts on to a 1.5” square tube.

AU-9007

$63

LOW CROP TOOL HOLDER
Used to mount Hoss duck feet or older
Planet Jr. equipment.

SIZE

The Round Shank Clamp fits a 7/8” round shank
and mounts it rigidly to the 1.5” square toolbar.

AA-9062

$30

Designed to fit the single pin implement system that is
used on Planet Jr. and Power Ox two-wheel tractors.

GAUGE WHEEL CLAMP
AA-9063

AA-9038

1.5” TOOLBAR FOR
POWER OX/PLANET JR.

ROUND SHANK CLAMP

WB-RSC

Four cross clamps required to combine two
toolbars in parallel.

$33

5”

WB-LC125

$10

8”

WB-LC200

$12

TOOL STANDARD
(FLAT SHANK )
Mount vegetable knives or finger weeders
on 1/2-5/8 x 1-1/4” toolbars.

WB-TS350

$15

MID-HITCH
Used most commonly in conjunction with the
52” toolbar, this kit allows you to mount tooling
for the center row, offset back from the outer
two rows. Clamps, instead of a welded hitch, allow
for adjustment of the spacing between the forward
bars to accommodate different types of tooling.
Includes two Standard Cross clamps, two 14” legs
and one 18” hitch.

WB-MH460

$54

* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Join our FARMER'S COMMUNITY to receive future catalogs and updates, call or subscribe online
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TWO-WHEEL
PACKAGES
FINGER WEEDER-3 ROW
49.0210F
Perform cultivation on 3 crop rows at once with this complete package.
Finger Weeders virtually eliminate the need for hand weeding by cultivating
directly in the crop row and removing white thread stage weeds.
Intended for single row spacing of 15”.

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
Flat Shank Tool Standard (6)
Standard Cross Clamp (12)
Mid-Hitch

$1,719
WB-TS350

$15 (ea)

WB-SCC

$19 (ea)

WB-MH460

$54 (ea)

Trailing Arms-Pair

WB-TA760

$54 (ea)

Adjustable Gauge Wheel (2)

WB-PJAGW

$100 (ea)

49.4072

$4.50 (ea)

WB-PJ1320

$166 (ea)

Bolt/Hardware Pack (2)
52” Toolbar

FINGER DIAMETER
9”

AW-9040

+$0

13”

AW-9003

+$30

FINGER HARDNESS
9” Soft

AW-3072

9” Medium

AW-3057

13” Medium

AW-3011

13” Hard

AW-3012

BASKET WEEDER FOR WALK BEHIND
49.0054
The Tilmor Basket Weeder is typically used for inter-row weeding. The wire baskets
are spaced apart to allow for the crop row to pass between. Basket weeders may
also be used to prepare a stale seedbed by placing the baskets together and
running over the entire width of a seedbed.

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
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ORDER ONLINE TILMOR.COM

$1,180

7" Basket (4)

AW-9007

$139 (ea)

35" Axle

49.4071

$75 (ea)

Toolbar Mount

AU-9007

$63 (ea)

24" Modbar

AA-1096

$32 (ea)

TENDER PLANT HOE-3 ROW
49.0210H
Perform cultivation on 3 crop rows at once with this complete package.
Tender Plant Hoes perform precise, shallow cultivation directly next
to the crop row. Intended for single row spacing of 15”.

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE
7” Tender Plant Hoe-Pair (3)
Flat Shank Tool Standards (6)
Standard Cross Clamp (12)
Mid Hitch

$873.90
49.0104

$24.30 (ea)

WB-TS350

$15 (ea)

WB-SCC

$19 (ea)

WB-MH460

$54 (ea)

Trailing Arms-Pair

WB-TA760

$54 (ea)

52” Toolbar

WB-PJ1320

$166 (ea)

Adjustable Gauge Wheel (2)

WB-PJAGW

$100 (ea)

49.4072

$4.50 (ea)

Bolt/Hardware Pack (2)

FINGER WEEDER AND
TENDER PLANT HOE-1 ROW
49.0211
Perfect for performing a single cultivation pass on each crop row while doing
both in row and between row cultivation. Intended for single row spacing of 15”+

INCLUDED IN PACKAGE

$1,007.30

7” Tender Plant Hoe-Pair

49.0104

$24.30 (ea)

13” Finger Weeder Hub (2)

AW-9003

$121 (ea)

Flat Shank Tool Standard (4)

WB-TS350

$15 (ea)

Standard Cross Clamp (10)

WB-SCC

$19 (ea)

Crossbar (21”)

WB-TA760

$21 (ea)

Trailing Arms-Pair

WB-TA760

$54 (ea)

21” Toolbar

WB-PJ535

$133 (ea)

Adjustable Gauge Wheel (2)

WB-PJAGW

$100 (ea)

49.4072

$4.50 (ea)

Bolt/Hardware Pack (2)

FINGER HARDNESS
Medium

AW-3011

Hard

AW-3012

ORDER ONLINE OR CALL TO ORDER

CUSTOM PACKAGES

* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08 at checkout until 12/31/19 (excludes power units and non-Tilmor products)
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VEGETABLE KNIVES
TENDER PLANT HOE

BEET/BEAN HOE
• Beet hoes are designed for use on a universal straight
shank with 2 slots for pitch adjustment

• Excellent weed killing at shallow depths

• Create more disturbance in soil

• Run these early and flat beside crop row

• Run flat and beside crop early in season

• Run later in season with the nose down to throw
a minimal amount of soil into the row

• Later in the season reverse left and right and put the
nose down and they throw a significant amount of soil
into the row
• 2 slots for 3/8” Carriage Bolts with bolt centers
1-1/4” to 2” - Hardware included with purchase
of Round Shank - 1-1/4”

7” HOE

• Little soil movement

• Knives may also be used on the edges
of plastic mulch
• Two slots in side plate of hoe are for 3/8” carriage
bolts with bolt centers 1-1/4” to 2” - Hardware
included with purchase of Round Shank - 1-1/4”

7” HOE

Right

AW-3043

$14.15

Right

AW-3051

$12.15

Left

AW-3044

$14.15

Left

AW-3052

$12.15

Right

AW-3045

$15.15

Right

AW-3053

$15.65

Left

AW-3046

$15.15

Left

AW-3054

$15.65

Right

AW-3047

$22.65

Left

AW-3048

$22.65

9” HOE

9” HOE

13” HOE

CRESCENT HOE
• These are designed for use on a universal straight
shank with 2 slots adjustable for pitch.
• These weeding knives feature a round turn shape
which enables surgical precision cultivation on bed
shoulders and ridges.
• 2 slots for 3/8” Carriage Bolts with bolt centers
1-1/4” to 2” - Hardware included with purchase
of Round Shank - 1-1/4”

6” HOE
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COMBINE WITH
SHANKS
AA-9021

AW-1140

AW-1164

WB-TS350

CLAMPS/MOUNTS
AA-9025

AA-9033

AA-9049

WB-SCC

Right

AW-3049

$8.35

WB-CMC

AA-9055

Left

AW-3050

$8.35

AA-9005

CALL TO ORDER 1-844-255-5864

APPAREL & MISC
TILMOR T-SHIRT
Contrast trim adds a splash of color to this heathered
classic men’s Canvas ringer tee. 52% combed and
ring-spun cotton 48% polyester.

BELTS

SIZE
Small

09.T-S001

$12

Medium

09.T-S002

$12

Large

09.T-S003

$12

X-Large

09.T-S004

$12

XX-Large

09.T-S005

$12

These Minimalist Belts from GRIP6 are perfect
for any occasion.
• 100% Made in the USA
• Interchangeable buckles and straps
• Simple, lightweight, and comfortable belts
• Low profile belt
• No-slip locking mechanism
• High grade materials
• Only belt with no holes & no flap

BUCKLE

TILMOR HATS
Slay your weeds in style with a Tilmor hat!

STYLE

Black - Full Logo

09.T-B002

$14

Black - Ox

09.T-B001

$14

Blue - Full Logo

09.T-B006

$14

Blue - Ox

09.T-B005

$14

Brown/Khaki

09.T-H001

$10

Gunmetal - Full Logo

09.T-B004

$14

Black/Charcoal

09.T-H002

$12

Gunmetal - Ox

09.T-B003

$14

Black

09.T-B009

$12

Gray

09.T-B008

$12

Mocha

09.T-B007

$12

STRAP

6-3/4” ANGLE NOSE SLIP
JOINT PLIERS
• 6-3/4″ ANGLE NOSE SLIP JOINT PLIERS –
Gripped and Polished with Shear/Wire Cutter
• Jaws are milled with deep, self-gripping pipe
wrench style teeth and bolts are hardened.
• Often used and marketed as Battery Pliers.

09.T-T001

$10
* Pricing and Specs subject to change

Join our FARMER'S COMMUNITY to receive future catalogs and updates, call or subscribe online
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Farm to table recipes

Einkorn Buttermilk Biscuits
Adapted from Jovial Foods

INGREDIENTS
•3

3/4 cups (350 grams)

freshly milled Einkorn flour
•1

1/2 tsp. baking powder
• 1/2

tsp. baking soda
•1

•8

tsp. salt

Tbsp. cold butter, cubed
• 3/4

cup buttermilk

DIRECTIONS
Mix together flour, sugar, baking powder, baking soda,
and salt. Sprinkle with butter and work butter in with
a pastry cutter until in small bits.
Pour in buttermilk and stir gently until dough begins to form.
Use your hands to squeeze dough until it comes together
and flour is absorbed. Do not overwork the dough here.
Form a disc with the dough and wrap tightly in plastic wrap.
Place in fridge for 30 minutes or up to two hours.
Preheat oven to 425 degrees. Remove dough from
plastic wrap and roll out on a floured surface to
1 inch thick. Cut 12 biscuits into rounds or using a
butter knife, cut into squares.
Bake on parchment paper 18–20 minutes.
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ORDER ONLINE TILMOR.COM

FEATURED FARM

VENTURE HERITAGE FARM
Venture Heritage Farm is a 112 acre organic family farm located in Dalton, Ohio.
VHF exists to grow healthy and wholesome food, provide a place of community
and connection, and serve as a grounds for research and development in
the test and development of tools sustainable agriculture.
Of the 112 acres, 80 are tillable. The majority of the land is still devoted to
growing feed for livestock, such as alfalfa hay, field corn, and soybeans,
but over the past few years we’ve been expanding our food-grade offerings
to include spelt, einkorn wheat, and open pollinated corn for milling and
puffing. We are excited about the growing interest in the ancient grains
and the knowledge people are gaining about the food they put in their bodies.
We also have 4 acres currently in produce. Through the summer, we go to
several farmers markets and operate an on-farm store. In addition to crops we
have a registered low line beef herd which is sold by the halves and quarters.

VENTUREHERITAGEFARM.COM

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08 at checkout until 12/31/19 (excludes power units and non-Tilmor products)
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TILMOR.COM

*Excludes power units and non-Tilmor products

Receive 8% OFF using code 19PI08
at checkout until 12/31/19*

844.255.5864

500 Venture Drive
Orrville, OH 44667

